The Auto Industry’s Best-Kept Secret

The award-winning Kizashi has been hailed by the press for its blend of fine craftsmanship
and fun-to-drive character. Its sophisticated and attractive lines have led even the
casual passerby to do a double take. The elegant, fully featured cabin, along with
Kizashi’s balanced handling and supple ride, have owners raving as well. Congratulations.
You’ve just discovered the hidden gem of the automotive world.
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“A smart family sedan that actually
offers steering feel, attractive design,
and a buttoned-down suspension”
—Automobile Magazine
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All They Can Handle

Boasting a responsive engine and available paddle shifters, the
Suzuki Kizashi gives elite European sport sedans a run for their
money—minus their money. Its precise steering works in harmony
with its autobahn-tuned suspension, proving you don’t have to
break the bank to enjoy the drive.
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Paddle Shifters
Kizashis are available
with steering wheelmounted F1-style
paddle shifters.

6-Speed Fun
With an easy-togrip shift knob,
this sporty gearbox
boasts close ratios
and short throws.

18-Inch Alloy
Wheels
These available
10-spoke gems
are fitted with
235/45-R18
Dunlop® sport tires.

Suspension
We perfected
Kizashi’s suspension
at Germany’s famous
Nurburgring motor
sports complex.
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When It Snows, It Reigns

The more wheels that can put power to the ground, the better handling you’ll
experience on most any surface—from snow to rain, from gravel to tarmac. Suzuki’s
Intelligent AII-Wheel-Drive (i-AWD®) system is one of the most advanced AWD
systems in the world. It enhances not only cornering but also vehicle stability and
safety. And thanks to our 40-plus years of all-wheel-drive know-how, we can offer
it at an affordable price.

Intelligent
i-AWD stands for
Intelligent AIIWheel Drive. The
system uses an
array of sensors
and computers
to help deliver
increased traction
and stability in
virtually all weather
conditions.

Distributed
Engine power can be
routed to the front
or rear wheels as
needed, as well as
from side to side,
delivering torque to
the wheel with the
most traction.
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Stable
i-AWD works with
our Intelligent
Vehicle Stability
Program (i-VSP™)
to automatically
adjust steering
effort, braking and
engine power,
reducing oversteer
or understeer when
cornering in lowtraction situations.1

Protected
80% of the car’s
sheet metal is zinccoated, galvanized
steel, providing
superior corrosion
resistance. Resin
underbody panels
are added for extra
protection.
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Advanced Audio With Navigation

Kizashi’s available, new multimedia system offers a host of
advanced features including easy-to-use voice-activated
navigation2 with fuel-saving route guidance, millions of points
of interest and Real-Time Traffic; Bluetooth® wireless technology;
and an audio system that lets you listen to AM/FM radio,
Pandora® on your iPhone®, audio files on an SD card or USB
drive, CDs, and Bluetooth-capable audio devices.

Smart Phone
Compatible

Pandora®

Real-Time
Traffic

Voice
Command

Bluetooth
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TouchFree Smart KeyTM
The TouchFree Smart Key
allows you to open your locked
door and start the vehicle
without ever removing the key
from your pocket or purse.

Feature Dividends

When we set out to create the Kizashi, we invested over
a billion dollars to make sure that your impressions of
it would be thoroughly satisfying at every touchpoint.
From its contoured sport seats to its many elegant
appointments, Kizashi has been crafted with precision.
All of which led Car and Driver® to exclaim, “fit and finish is first-rate.”

Steering Wheel Controls
Keep your eyes on the road with the help of
available steering wheel-mounted controls.
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Comfort Loves Company

Riding in a cabin as well appointed as this one is best
enjoyed with friends. And that’s precisely what we had
in mind when we designed Kizashi. With welcoming
features such as standard dual-zone Automatic
Climate Control and rear seat vents, not to mention
the high-quality materials used throughout, every
occupant will feel like a first-class passenger.
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Power Sport Driver’s Seat
The available 10-way, power-adjustable
driver’s seat has a memory function
that instantly restores your position
when someone else has driven the
Kizashi.

Dual-Zone Automatic Climate Control
Standard dual-zone Automatic Climate Control
features independent climate-control settings for
the driver and front passenger.

Rear-Seat Vents
Those in the rear
seat enjoy their own
heat and A/C vents.

60/40 Rear Seats

Heated Seats

Split folding rear seats
maximize cargo flexibility
with center pass-through
for longer cargo.

You and your front passenger
will find comfort in these
separately controlled heated
seats with three different
temperature settings.
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If You Can’t Predict It, Avoid It

As a wise person once said, “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure.” That’s why we engineered the Kizashi with a host of active safety
systems designed to help you avoid trouble in the first place. These features
include Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)1, Traction Control and anti-lock
brakes with Electronic Brake-force Distribution. We also gave it projector
beam headlamps, available heated mirrors and variable rain-sensing wipers
that adjust automatically to the amount of rainfall.
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Advanced Stability Control
Kizashi’s Intelligent Vehicle Stability Program
(i-VSP) on AWD models uses vehicle speed,
steering angle, yaw rate and cornering force
data to monitor vehicle performance. In the
event wheel slip is detected, the system
adjusts steering effort, braking and torque at
each wheel to assist the driver in maintaining
vehicle control.1

Akebono Brakes
Confidence is assured with the
same brand of brakes as used by
Japan’s legendary bullet train.

Headlamps
Projector beam headlamps
emit a beam brighter than
conventional halogen lamps,
helping improve visibility.

Rear-Vision Camera and
Rear Sonar Parking Assist
The available rear-vision camera3 helps you
identify and avoid obstacles. Plus, an available rear
sonar assist helps you get into that small space
by emitting a series of beeps that increase in
frequency the closer you get to an object.
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Overbuilt, Not Overpriced.

Considering Kizashi’s many safety features, one could mistake it for an
expensive luxury sedan. It provides eight standard airbags and reinforced
door pillars and makes extensive use of ultra-high-strength steel. All of
which help it meet 2014 NHTSA4 side-impact crash standards. But what’s
most remarkable is that Kizashi is so reasonably priced, it will help keep
your budget safe as well.
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Ultra-High-Strength Steel

Reinforced Door Pillars

Strategically placed throughout
the Kizashi’s body, this super-strong
material helps resist deformation
while absorbing and redirecting
impact energy.

These specially reinforced
door pillars help absorb and
redistribute impact forces
for improved protection in
side impacts.

Eight Airbags Standard5
Top IIHS Ratings
In front, side and rear
crash tests, Kizashi received a
rating of “Good,” the highest
rating from the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety.6

With front, side curtain and
front and rear side airbags,
passengers in the Kizashi
have state-of-the-art
protection in the event of
an accident.
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Kizashi Features
BASE

SE

SPORT GTS

SPORT SLS

Includes Base plus

Includes SE plus

Includes SE plus

MECHANICAL
• 2.4-liter DOHC 4-cylinder, 185-hp
(MT) and 170 Ib-ft of torque
• 6-speed manual transmission
• 4-wheel disc brakes with Akebono
components
• Multi-link rear suspension with KYB®
performance shocks

MECHANICAL
•P
 erformance-tuned continuously
variable automatic transmission (AT)
EXTERIOR
•H
 eated outside mirrors
(AWD models only)

GTS AWD MECHANICAL
• Advanced Intelligent All-Wheel Drive
(i-AWD)
• Formula 1-style steering wheelmounted paddle shifters
• Sport suspension with KYB®
performance-tuned shocks
• Intelligent Vehicle Stability Program
(i-VSP)*

MECHANICAL
• Advanced Intelligent All-Wheel Drive
(i-AWD)
• Formula 1-style steering wheelmounted paddle shifters
• Sport suspension with KYB®
performance-tuned shocks
• Intelligent Vehicle Stability Program
(i-VSP)*

EXTERIOR
• 17-inch alloy wheels
• Projector beam headlamps
• Power side mirrors
• Low-pressure dual exhaust with
integrated outlets

INTERIOR
• L eather-wrapped steering wheel
with audio controls
• Cruise control
•1
 0-way power driver’s seat with
power lumbar support and
3-position memory (FWD only)

EXTERIOR
• Lightweight 18-inch sport alloy
wheels
• Power glass sunroof with tilt feature
and one-touch control
AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT
• Fog lamps
INTERIOR
• TouchFree Smart Key push-button • Advanced Intelligent All-Wheel Drive • Sport Body Package: Front sport
(i-AWD) includes Bluetooth hands- fascia, body side extensions and
ignition and entry
free calling and streaming audio
rear spoiler
• Dual-zone automatic climate control
•
I

ntelligent Vehicle Stability Program • Power heated outside mirrors
with pollen filter and rear-seat vents
(i-VSP)* on AWD models
• 7-speaker AM/FM/CD/USB audio
INTERIOR
system
• Advanced voice-activated touchscreen
• Sport seats with premium cloth
navigation and audio system with2
• 60/40 split-folding locking rear
– Real-Time Traffic
seats with rear armrest/center
– USB input for iPhone/iPod/
pass-through
 smartphone
• Power windows with front 1-touch
– Bluetooth hands-free calling and
up/down operation
streaming audio
• Tilt and telescopic steering wheel
– CD/SD/AM/FM radio
adjustment
– Rear-vision camera
• Interior LED ambiance lighting group
• Sport leather shift knob
SAFETY
GTS-L FWD (Updates GTS AWD with)
• Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)1
• Leather-appointed interior
• Eight airbags Supplemental Restraint
• 3-stage heated driver’s and front
System (SRS) including:
passenger’s seats
– Dual front advanced airbags
• Power front passenger’s seat
– Side curtain airbags, front and rear
• Rockford Fosgate 425-watt, 10– Front side-impact airbags
speaker AM/FM/CD audio system
– Rear side-impact airbags
with subwoofer (replaces navigation)
• Bosch Anti-lock Braking System
• Bluetooth hands-free calling and
• Electronic Brake-force Distribution
streaming audio
• Brake Assist
• Power mirrors (replaces heated
• Three rear child-seat tether anchors and
mirrors)
dual rear child-seat ISOFIX anchors
• Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)7
• Vehicle Security System alarm with
engine immobilizer
• Daytime running lights (DRL)

EXTERIOR
• Lightweight 18-inch sport alloy
wheels
• Power glass sunroof with tilt feature
and one-touch control
• Fog lamps
• Sport Body Package: Front sport
fascia, body side extensions and
rear spoiler
• Heated outside mirrors
• Automatic headlamp control
• Automatic rain-sensing wipers
• Rear sonar parking assist
• Heated outside mirrors
INTERIOR
• Advanced voice-activated touchscreen
navigation and audio system with2
– Real-Time Traffic
– USB input for iPhone/iPod/
 smartphone
– Bluetooth hands-free calling and
streaming audio
– CD/SD/AM/FM radio
– Rear-vision camera
• Leather-appointed interior
• 3-stage heated driver’s and front
passenger’s seats
• Power front passenger’s seat
• Sport leather shift knob
• HomeLink® remote wireless
control system
• Automatic day/night rearview mirror
• Power front passenger’s seat

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT SUZUKIAUTO.COM

*AWD models only. 1Electronic stability control cannot be relied upon to prevent accidents due to abrupt steering, carelessness or dangerous driving techniques. ESP is a registered trademark of Daimler AG.
2
Not all services available in all areas. Subscription required at extra cost. 3A rear-vision camera is a convenience feature and is not a substitute for looking to the rear and using rearview mirrors. Drivers
should ensure the area is clear when driving in reverse. 4Government star ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA’s) New Car Assessment Program (www.safercar.
gov). 5An airbag supplements the crash protection offered by seat belts. The driver and all occupants must be properly restrained by wearing seat belts at all times to minimize the risk of severe injury
or death in the event of a crash. 6Based on 2012 model year Insurance Institute of Highway Safety (IIHS) frontal side and rear ratings from iihs.org. An airbag supplements the crash protection offered by
seat belts. The driver and all occupants must be properly restrained by wearing seat belts at all times to minimize the risk of severe injury or death in the event of a crash. 7The Tire Pressure Monitoring
System (TPMS) is not a substitute for regular tire pressure inspections. Tire pressure should be checked at least monthly using a tire pressure gauge. Maintaining the recommended tire pressure can help avoid
performance problems, tire damage and premature wear. See the Owner’s Manual for additional details. 8Gas mileage based on EPA mileage estimates, sourced from fueleconomy.gov. Actual mileage may
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Kizashi Specifications
DIMENSIONS

Pearl White

Black Pearl Metallic

Overall Length (in)

					

183.1

Overall Width (in)

					

71.7

Overall Height (in)

					

58.3/57.9

Wheelbase (in)

					

106.3

Interior Front (Head, Leg, Shoulder Room)				

39.3 x 41.7 x 55.5

Interior Rear (Head, Leg, Shoulder Room)				

37.0 x 35.6 x 54.6

EPA ESTIMATED FUEL ECONOMY8		

BASE		

SE		

SPORT GTS		

SPORT SLS

MT FWD, city/highway (mpg)

21/31		

– 		

–		

–

AT FWD, city/highway (mpg)

–		

23/30		

23/30		

–

AT AWD, city/highway (mpg) 		

–		

22/29		

22/29		

22/29

Fuel Tank (gal)			16.6		16.6		16.6		16.6

ACCESSORIES (Visit SuzukiAuto.com for a complete list of accessories.)

Hood Protector
This custom-fit cover
helps protect your hood
from minor road debris.

Prussian Blue Metallic

Roof Rack Cross Bars
Easily installed, Cross Bars
are required to attach all
accessory modules to
Kizashi’s roof.
Ablaze Red Metallic

Sunroof Wind Deflector
Helps reduce wind noise
and buffeting when driving
with sunroof open.

Azure Gray Metallic

Solid Red

Deluxe Carpet Mats
These durable carpet
mats feature a nonslip
backing and polyesterbound edges.
Ski/Snowboard Carrier
Lockable, extra wide
and adjustable in two
vertical positions for
binding clearance.
XM Radio Kit9
This kit includes XM Tuner,
installation harness and
XM Antenna.

Premium Silver Metallic
vary based on options, driving conditions, driving habits and vehicle’s condition. 9XM Radio Kit only available on vehicles without Navigation. New Suzuki automobiles come standard with a 100,000-mile,
7-year powertrain limited warranty. For more information on America’s #1 Warranty, please visit Suzuki.com or see your local authorized dealer and the new warranty booklet for full details. Automobile
Magazine, Dunlop, Bluetooth, iPhone, KYB and Car and Driver are registered trademarks. Audio player sold separately. Pandora is a registered trademark of Pandora Media, Inc. Requires compatible smartphone app and active data service. Drivers and/or passengers could be subject to data service overage charges should the drivers and/or passengers exceed the limits of the data service plan. Professional
driver under controlled environment. Be extra careful on difficult terrain. Some models shown with optional equipment and accessories. Always ensure that all cargo is properly secured before operating the
vehicle. Sports equipment not included. Specifications, comparisons and equipment are based on information available at time of printing and subject to change without notice. For more information, contact
your local Suzuki Dealer or visit Suzuki.com. ©American Suzuki Motor Corporation 2012. Suzuki, the ‘S’ logo and Suzuki model names are Suzuki trademarks or ®.
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